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Abstract: 
 
In this paper, a simulation of artificial intelligent system has been 
designed for processing  the incoming data of  sensor  units within 
Wireless Sensor Network WSN, and then presenting proper decision. 
The Back-propagation Neural Network BPNN has been used as the 
proposed intelligent system for this work, whereas the BPNN is 
considered as a trained network in conjunction with an optimization 
method for changing the weights and biases of the overall network. 
The main two features of the BPNN are: high speed processing, and 
producing  lowest Mean-Square-Error MSE ( cost function ) in few 
iterations. The proposed BPNN has used the linear activation 
functions 'Satlins' and 'Satline' for the hidden and output layer 
respectively, and has used the training function 'Traingda' ( which is 
gradient descent with adaptive learning rate)  as a powerful learning 
method. It is worth to mention, that no previous research used these 
three functions together for such analysis. The proposed system has 
been designed, and tested using MATLAB software package. An 
optimal result has been obtained in this work, where the Mean-
Square-Error MSE has reached to 'zero' value  in 87 iterations, which 
leads to the fitting between  real and desired outputs. In fact, there is  
no previous work has reached this optimal result yet.  The proposed 
BPNN has been implemented in FPGA ( Field Programmable Gate 
Array), which is fast and low power tool. After implementing the 
proposed intelligent system in the FPGA, the maximum  processing 
time ( i.e. proposed system delay) has reached to 100nsec. 
 
Keywords: Artificial Intelligent System, Back-propagation Neural 
Network BPNN, FPGA, Mean-Square-Error MSE, Wireless Sensor  
Network WSN.  
 
  
1. INTRODUCTION 
The most used application today is the Intelligent Wireless Sensor 
Network, which consists of three main parts: the sensor nodes,  control 
station ( HUB), and the Artificial Intelligent System AIS. The sensor node is 
constructed from the sensor or sensors, and Analog-to-Digital converter, the 
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sensor is used to translate the physical event to analog electrical signal, and 
the Analog-to-Digital converter is used to change this analog  electrical signal 
to digital form ( Binary). The sensor node may consists of a local processing 
unit is used for initial processing the data of the sensor node before going to 
the control station. The sensor nodes is connected to the control station  by a 
wireless communication system  through a channel. The control station is a 
Central Processing Unit for the overall network is used to process the overall 
data incoming from all of sensor nodes. The Artificial Intelligent System is 
used as a processing network for the incoming data, which is essentially  
used  in the control station, or it may be used in the local processing of the 
sensor nodes. In fact, the intelligent system is a software, which can be 
executed by a computer system, or it can be implemented in FPGA ( Field 
Programmable Gate Array ), as known the FPGA is a hardware is 
characterized by its: fast processing, low power consumption, easy of 
installation [1][2][3]. 
 Usually, the Back-propagation Neural Network is used as an Artificial 
Intelligent System for the wireless sensor networks, which is  considered as 
an  effective network, it has best learning method. The Back-propagation 
Neural Network BPNN is  training algorithm and an optimization process, the 
training algorithm is used for learning the network by entering pattern of 
data, while the updating the weights and biases are performed by the 
optimization process. In the Back-propagation process , the gradient descent 
expression is depended, the gradient descent is defined as the derivative of 
the loss function to the weights and biases of the overall network [4][5]. 
A target or desired output is required for  algorithm of the Back-
propagation Neural Network, which is used for the loss function of the 
gradient descent. The Back-propagation is considered as a multi-layer feed-
forward  network with delta role for learning process. The Back-propagation 
Neural Network  usually involves three or more  layers; single input layer, 
single or multi- hidden layer, and single output layer. The BPNN needs 
activation functions in the hidden and output layers, which they are used for 
processing the incoming data to these layers, also the BPNN needs a training 
function for its learning process. In each iteration, the BPNN algorithm 
calculate the gradient descent for hidden and output layers [6][7][8].  
The process of the  Back-propagation starts with entering the input data 
pattern to the input layer, then these data propagate to the hidden layer, at 
this time the output of the hidden layer will be generated using the activation 
function of this layer, then the output data propagate to the output layer, in 
this time the output data will be generated at the output of the output layer, 
the a loss function will be presented, which is  the difference between the real 
output of the output layer and the output  target, then this loss function is 
used to change the weight and biases of the overall network [9][10]. 
Suppose the  error eo for a specific   output unit (o). The error function  eo  
must reach to zero value for optimal training, which is performed by 
changing the weights of the connection of the network to suitable values. In 
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delta rule, the error function can be reduced by adapting the incoming 
weights according to the following expression [11]: 
 
                                                    = (     )                                           (1) 
 
where, 
Δwho : Changing   of  connections   weights  between   output    and  hidden 
layers. 
do     : Desired (Target) output of output layer..  
yo     : Real    output of  output layer . 
yh     : Real  output of hidden layer. 
 
This weights adaption for the output layer. For adapting the weights from 
input to hidden units, the delta rule must be utilized again. At the beginning 
of this step, the delta function δ of the hidden units hasn't a value. The chain 
rule is used to solve this problem, which is performed by distributing the 
error of an output unit (o) to each hidden unit. In other word, a delta function 
can be received by the hidden unit from the corresponding output unit (o) 
equals to the delta function of corresponding output unit   multiplied by the 
connection weight between the corresponding hidden and output units. 
The algorithm of the general delta rule is performed in two steps. At  first 
step, the input data pattern (x) enters to the input layer , and then propagates 
in forward direction through the hidden and output layers to generate the 
real output (yop) for every output neuron, then  this output and its  desired 
(Target) value do will be compared to generate the error signal (δop) for each 
output neuron. At second step, this error signal passes through the network 
in backward direction to generate the new proper weight for each neuron in 
the hidden and output layers of the network. Finally, the updating to all the 
weights of the network will be performed.   
The connection weight will be updated by a specific  value, this value is 
proportional to the production of the error signal δ of  the unit k (receiving 
the input) and the output of the unit j (sending this signal along the 
connection), which can expressed as follows [11]: 
            
                                                                                                                                                                                                     
                                                                      =    
 
  
 
                                                 (2) 
   
where, 
Δwjk : Changing    in    weight   to    the  pth    input   connection   unit  between  
(j)   
          Sending Layer and (k) receiving layer. 
γ      : Rate of Learning. 
δkp   :Delta   function   for   pth neuron of the (k) receiving layer. 
yjp    : Real   output   of   pth neuron of the ( j) sending layer. 
 
     For the output neuron, the error signal can be expressed as follows:  
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where, 
δop      : Delta function of  pth neuron of  the output layer. 
dop      : Desired output of  pth  neuron of  the  output layer. 
yop      : Real output of pth neuron of  the output layer. 
F’(sop): Differentiation of activation function of pth neuron of the output  layer.      
 
If the activation function F is  ‘sigmoid’ , then it can be expressed as 
follows:  
             
                                                                  =  (  ) =
 
     
                                          (4) 
and the derivative of this function   can     be given  as follows: 
 
                                                                 (  ) =   (1   )                                      (5) 
The error signal of an output  can be written as follows [12]: 
  
                                                           
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                                   (6) 
The error signal of a hidden neuron can be calculated using the error 
signal of the output neuron that is directly connected to it and its weight 
connection, which is given by the following expression [11]: 
                         
 
=      
 
  ∑   
 
   
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 
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where, 
δhp     : Delta function of pth  neuron of the hidden layer. 
F’(shp): Differentiation of activation function of pth neuron of the hidden layer. 
who   : Weight connection between hidden and output layer. 
yhp    : Real output of  pth  neuron of the hidden layer.  
         
Note, equation 7 has been concluded for sigmoid activation function. 
In this work, a simulation of Back-propagation neural network has been 
designed, and implemented in FPGA (type: Xilinx Spartan 6 SP-605 
evaluation kit). This simulation software has been used for presenting the 
average value of incoming data of two sensor nodes within Carbon Monoxide 
Wireless Sensor Network (COWSN). Each sensor node produces 2-bits data 
for the proposed simulation system that is implemented in the FPGA. This 2-
bits data can represents three possible states, where, the binary data (01) 
represents the NORMAL (LOW) state, the binary data (10) represents the 
CRITICAL (MEDIUM) state, and the binary data (11) represents FATAL 
(HIGH) state. The proposed simulation system has three output lines (z,y,x), 
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which it can represents three possible data, the output data (0,0,1) 
represents NORMAL (LOW)  state, the output data (0,1,0) represents the 
CRITICAL (MEDIUM) state, and the output data (1,0,0) represents FATAL 
(HIGH) state.  
The proposed simulation system consists of three layers: Input layer, 
single hidden layer, and output layer. The input layer contains   4 neurons 
where, each two neurons  relates to output data of  one of the two sensor 
node,  the hidden layer involves 10 neurons, and the output layer involves 3 
neurons. In this work, accurate results has been obtained due to the 
following reasons: 1). 'Traingda' MATLAB function has been used as training 
function for the proposed neural network, 2) 'Satlins' MATLAB  function has 
been used as  linear activation function for the hidden layer, 3) 'Satlin' 
MATLAB function has been used as linear activation function for the output 
layer. Due to  using 'linear' activation functions for the proposed intelligent  
system, this system has been easily  converted to VHDL ((Very high-Speed 
Integrated Circuit) Hardware Design Language) code  program, and then has 
been uploaded in FPGA successfully, whereas, if non-linear activation 
functions are used, the simulation system cannot be converted to VHDL code 
program and then  cannot be uploaded in FPGA.  
There are two reasons for  using the Back-propagation neural network as 
an intelligent system in this work, they are: 1) The fast processing of this 
neural network due to the calculation of  the gradient descent in its algorithm 
at each training  iteration, the gradient descent is the partial derivative of the 
error  function with respect to any weight and bias of the network, it 
represents the fast changing in the error function due to the changing of the 
weights and biases at each iteration, i.e. the gradient descent starts with 
maximum value at first iteration,  and then it quickly decreases to minimum 
value in few iterations. 2) The high accuracy  training of this neural network, 
whereas, this network generates two error functions, the first is generated 
from the output  layer, which is used to update the weights and biases of  
input connections the output  layer, while the second is generated from the 
hidden and output layers, which is used to update the weights and biases of  
input connections of the hidden layer, so, the Back-propagation neural 
network can present minimum error function in few iterations [4][11]. 
The proposed simulation system has utilized the FPGA for implementing 
its network due to the following reasons:1)  Fast processing of the FPGA 
because of  its parallel processing, 2) Low power consumption, 3) Easy of 
implementing any network in FPGA. 
The MATLAB software package has been used to built the proposed 
simulation system, and the ISE Design Suit software package has been used to 
upload the proposed VHDL code program in FPGA. 
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2. RELATED WORKS 
K. Henkel and D. Schmeiber, 2002  [12], in this work, the problem of 
independently estimating of the carbon dioxide concentration and humidity 
of a gas mixture had been solved, where the signals of  two quartz 
microbalances coated by sensitive polymer layer has been recorded. Two 
Back-propagation neural networks had been proposed in this work, the first 
is single-stage network, and the second is  two-stage network ( which 
involves  two single-stage networks connected  in series ) with respect to 
their generalization ability. The proposed networks of this work is not 
implemented in FPGA due to the using the non-linear activation functions for 
the hidden and output layers.  
Muhammed K., B. Muhammed K. and T. Muhammed J., 2012 [13], in this 
work the Back-propagation neural network had been used for an application 
of wireless sensor network. This work had been performed using FPGA and 
MATLAB software package. In this work the environmental conditions such 
as temperature and humidity had been studied and realized using neural 
network and wireless sensor network in a base station. Analog-to-Digital 
converter ICs and microcontrollers has been utilized in the sensor units of 
the proposed sensor network.  
Guo W. and Juan W., 2014 [14], in this work, the nodes of wireless sensor 
network had been designed and implemented, which has been based on 
Back-propagation neural network. The proposed neural network is trained 
by specific parameters of protocol of  routing  for mobile type of  wireless  
sensor networks, which may  be active or passive depends on the proposed 
system design. This proposed neural network of this work is not    
implemented in FPGA due to the using the non-linear activation function for 
the hidden and output layers. 
Azzad  B. Saeed, 2018 [15], has designed a simulation of  Back-
propagation neural network BPNN as  controlling intelligent system for  
automotive transmission gearbox of automobiles, whereas, this neural 
network has been used for automatic controlling on proper selecting of  gear 
ratios for  the transmission gearbox . In this work, The MATLAB tools  
'Satlins' and 'Satlin' had been used as linear activation function for his 
proposed design, while, the  tool 'trainlm' (Levenberg-Marquardt training 
function) has been used as a training function for the same proposed 
network.  The proposed neural network of this work has been implemented 
in FPGA (type Xilinx Spartan6 SP-605) successfully.  
 
3. PROPOSED METHOD 
The related   Wireless Sensor Network WSN for the proposed work is 
used for sensing and determining the average level of Carbon Monoxide Gas  
over a limited indoor area such as industry, or factory, …etc. This WSN 
consist of three main parts:1) Two sensor nodes, whereas, each sensor node 
is used for sensing the CO gas and converting the level of this gas to 2-bits 
binary data. The 2-bits data has been chosen in the proposed design due to 
following reasons, a) in fact, the accuracy of gas concentration is not 
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interested, but only the fundamental levels of the CO gas is considered, 
Normal, Critical, and Fatal( Low, Medium, and High), so, three levels of this 
gas  has been considered in this design, which is covered by representing 
them  by 2-bits data, b) to increase the data rate ( speed of data) as more as 
possible. 2) Laser communication system, which is used to transport  the CO 
level data and the key signals between the sensor nodes and the control 
station, The laser technique is utilized for this work  due to its excellent  
characteristics such as low consumption power, ultra wide bandwidth, and 
fastest data transporting.  3)  The control station (HUB), which is the 
proposed intelligent system (i.e.  Proposed neural network) that is 
implemented in the  FPGA, the role of this part is to present: a) the average 
level of the CO gas according to the output data of the two sensor nodes, b) 
the key signals for turning  the sensor nodes ON and OFF at  specific times.        
The Back-propagation neural network has been used as an intelligent 
system in this work, and the MATLAB software package is used for writing 
the proposed program and generating the proposed simulation block. The 
proposed design has been performed with the following requirements: 1) 
Two sensor units is consisted in the related sensor network, 2) Two output 
bits are chosen for every sensor unit, they are connected to the input lines of 
the proposed simulation block, therefore, the proposed simulation has four 
input lines, each two input lines are connected to the output of sensor unit. 3) 
Three possible output data are presented at the output of each sensor unit, 
they are, the binary data (01) which corresponds to LOW state, the data (10) 
corresponds to MEDIUM state, and the data (11) corresponds to HIGH state. 
4) Three lines are chosen for the output of the proposed simulation block. 
Three output states are presented at the output of the proposed simulation 
block, they are, the LOW state is represented by the binary data (001), the 
MEDIUM state which is represented by the binary data (010), and the HIGH 
state is represented by the binary data (100). For this reason, the proposed 
simulation block four input lines and three output lines. 5) The proposed 
system has been designed to present the average value of the outputs of the 
two sensor units, the relation between input and desired output data is 
illustrated in Table 1. The output   data of the sensor unit (1) are connected to 
the input lines of the proposed system 'a' and 'b', 'a' represents the least 
significant bit, while 'b' represents the most significant bit. The output   data 
of the sensor unit (2) are  connected to the input lines of the proposed system 
'c' and 'd', 'c' represents the least significant  bit, while 'd' represents the most 
significant bit. The desired output data of the proposed simulation block are 
'x', 'y', and 'z'. As shown in Table 1, if the incoming data from output of the 
sensor unit is (ab=10) which represents LOW state, and the incoming data 
from output of the sensor unit 2 is (cd=10) is also represents LOW state, then 
the desired output data of the proposed system is  (xyz=100) which 
represents LOW state, and so on. The proposed neural network (or proposed 
system) has been designed by using: a) four neurons in the input layer which 
correspond the four input lines, b)  three neurons in the output layer which 
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corresponds to three output lines of the proposed system, c) ten neurons in 
the single hidden layer, which has been chosen for obtaining optimal result.  
 
Table 1. The relation of input data with   desired output data of the proposed 
system. 
 
 
The proposed system has utilized the two linear activation functions 
'Satlins' and 'Satlin' ( which are shown in Figure 1 ) for the hidden and output 
layers respectively, these two function are shown in Figure 1. The proposed 
system has used the  MATLAB training  'Traingda' ( it is training of  gradient 
descent with adaptive learning rate), this learning function has been used for 
changing the weights and biases of input connection of the proposed system 
to suitable values for obtaining accurate results. Also for obtaining accurate 
results, the learning rate has been set to 0.05, and the maximum training 
iteration has been set to 300.  
The process of building and training the proposed neural network is 
illustrated in the flowchart  in Figure 2, as shown in this flowchart, the 
building of the proposed network starts from setting the neurons of the 
input, hidden, and output layers, then setting the  activation functions for the 
hidden and output layer, then setting the training function, then setting the 
learning rate and maximum no. epochs. The learning process starts from 
entering the first input data pattern, at same time, the  desired output must 
be set, then the  Back-propagation process will start, then it finished with 
generation the loss function that is used for updating the weights and biases 
of the network. The second training process will start with entering the next 
input data pattern, and setting the new related desired output data, and so 
on.  
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Fig. 1 Linear activation functions[13]: a) Satlin   function. b) Satlins function. 
 
 
Fig. 2 Flowchart of the proposed system learning. 
 
The proposed program of Back-propagation neural network has been 
written using MATLAB software package, which is ended by the statement 
{gensim(net)}. A proposed simulation block will present on the screen of the 
computer after execution of the proposed program. This simulation block has 
four input lines that is connected to the output of the sensor units, and has 
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three output lines which is connected to LEDs ( light Emitting Diodes). This 
simulation block deals with logic (digital ) data.  
By clicking on 'Look Under Mask' option, another network will present, 
which is shown in Figure 3, this network has: 1) four input ports, which is 
used to enter the input data, 2) a multiplexer, which is used to convert the 
parallel input data to serial data, 3) ' data type conversion 1', which is used to 
convert the data type from 'logic' to 'fixdt' (fixed-point or floating point data), 
4) 'Layer 1' block, which represents the input and hidden layer of the 
proposed system, 5) 'Layer 2' , which represents the output layer of the 
proposed system, 60 another ' Data Type Conversion', which is used to 
convert the data type from 'fixda' to 'logic', 7) A de-multiplexer, which is used 
to convert the serial output data to parallel. 
 
 
Fig. 3 Internal composition of the proposed simulation block. 
 
The composition of weight block of the 'Layer 1' block is shown in Figure 
4, as shown, this weight block involves ten units, each unit represents the 
production of a weight and the corresponding input data incoming from the 
input layer, these units represent the neurons of the hidden layer of the 
proposed simulation system. 
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Fig. 4 composition of the weight block of  'layer 1' block. 
 
The composition of weight block of the 'Layer 2' block is shown in Figure 
5, as shown, this  weight block involves three  units, each unit represents the 
production of a weight and the corresponding input data  incoming from the 
hidden layer, these units  represent the neurons of the output layer of the 
proposed simulation system. After clicking on the performance option, a 
curve line will be exhibited,   as shown in Figure (6) , one can see from this 
figure that the mean square error gradually   decreases in continuous manner  
to reaches the zero value, which leads  to the successful learning with  time 
proceeding. 
 
 
Fig. 5 Composition of weight block of  'layer 2' block 
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The  block diagram of the proposed software system with the related 
hardware system is illustrated in Figure 6. As shown in this figure, the overall 
process is performed by the following steps: 1)  writing  a suitable MATLAB 
program for  building the proposed Back-propagation neural network, 2) 
then  this proposed MATLAB  program is executed to generate   a simulation 
block system on the screen of the computer, 3) the generated simulation 
block system is then converted to VHDL code program using MATLAB 
software package, 4) the final VHDL code program is then uploaded to the 
FPGA through JTAG ( Joint Test Action Group)serial input bus, i.e.  in this step   
the proposed simulation system  will be implemented in  FPGA. The related 
hardware system ( Carbon Monoxide Wireless Sensor Network COWSN) 
involve three main units: 1) The sensor nodes, 2) Laser communication 
system, 3) The FPGA which acts as a HUB or control station used for 
processing the data incoming from the two CO sensor nodes. As shown from 
the block diagram of Figure 6, the FPGA has been designed to have 4-useful 
input lines, and 3-useful output lines. The  4-input lines is connected to the 
output of the  two sensor nodes, where each 2-input lines is connected to 
related output of one of the two sensor nodes,  note each  sensor node can 
deliver 2-bits data according to the sensed level of the carbon monoxide gas, 
which sensed by the sensor. The 3-output lines of the FPGA is used to present 
the output state of the proposed intelligent system according to the incoming 
data of the two sensor nodes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6 The block diagram of the proposed software system with the related 
hardware system. 
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4. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS 
After testing the proposed Bp neural network, a performance result has 
been presented on the screen of the computer, which is illustrated in Figure 
6, it  represents the relation between the Mean-Square-Error MSE and no. 
iterations (Epochs). As shown in Figure 7, the MSE value  begins from nearly 
1 at epoch 0, then it gradually decreased to zero at epoch 87, which is 
considered an optimal result, because when the MSE reaches to zero value 
then  the desired output data is fitted to the real output data.  
The regression result of the proposed simulation system is illustrated in 
Figure 8, the regression result represents the relation between the real 
output data and the desired output data. In Figure 8, there are two fitted  
relation lines, the first one is solid line which  represents the fitting relation 
between the real and desired outputs, and the second one is dotted line 
which  represents the actual relation between the real and desired outputs. 
The fitting between these relation lines means that the real output is fitted to 
the desired output from the starting to finishing the training process. 
 
 
Fig. 7 Performance result of the proposed simulation system. 
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Fig. 8 Regression output of the proposed simulation system. 
 
The behavior of the proposed simulation system is demonstrated in the state 
transition diagram that is shown in Figure 9, it presents the state transitions 
of the three outputs of the proposed system (x,y,z), which is related to the 
state transitions of the four input (a,b,c,d) of the same system. The state 
diagram of the proposed system.  
 
 
Fig. 9 State diagram of the proposed Simulation system 
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K. Henkel and D. Schmeiber, 2002 [12] have realized a Back-
propagation neural network for a sensor network. In this work,   non-linear 
activation functions are utilized for  the hidden and output layers, and the 
training function 'Traingd' (Gradient Descent) is utilized as a learning 
method for their proposed work. They had proposed two networks:  a single-
stage network, and a two-stage network. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the 
performance results of the single-stage and two-stage networks for this 
work. Figure 9 shows that the MSE value for the single-stage had reached to 
0.118  at epoch 300, while Figure 10 shows that the MSE value for the dual-
stage network had reached to 0.014 at epoch 300. One can observe the MSE  
results of this work has so higher value than the MSE  result of the proposed 
work in this paper that is illustrated in Figure 7. Due to using non-linear 
activation functions in this work, the simulation system of this work has been 
implemented in FPGA. 
 
 
Fig. 10 Performance result of  single-stage Bp neural network of the related work 
[12].  
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Fig. 11 Performance result of the two-stage Bp neural network of  the related work 
 
Muhammed K. and B. Muhammed, 2012 [13] had realized a Back-
propagation neural network for wireless sensor network. The training 
function 'Trainlm' (Levenberg-Marquardt) had been used as a learning 
method for this work. In this work, linear activation functions had been used 
for the hidden and output layers respectively. Figure 12 presents the 
performance result of this work, as shown in this figure, the MSE value   has 
finished to  3.53527×10-30 in 16 iterations, which is acceptable value, but it 
still more than that of the proposed work of this paper that is shown in 
Figure 7. Due to using the linear activation function in this work, this 
proposed system of this work has been implemented in FPGA. 
Guo W. and Juan  W., 2014 [14] had achieved a Back-propagation neural 
network for a sensor network. Non-linear activation functions had been used 
for  hidden and output layers of this work. The training function  'Traingdx' ( 
Gradient Descent with Momentum and Adaptive Learning Rate) had been 
utilized as learning method for the network of this work. Figure 13 presents 
the performance result of this work, as shown in this figure, the MSE value 
had ended to 4.415×10-12) in 90 epochs, it is also an acceptable value, but it 
still so higher than that of the proposed system of this paper that is 
illustrated in Figure 7. The proposed simulation of this work had not been  
implemented in FPGA due to using non-linear activation function in the 
hidden and output layers.  
Azzad  B. Saeed, 2018 [15] has designed a controlling neural network 
involves three main layers: 1)The input layer which consists of  eight 
neurons, 2) The single hidden layer which consists of five neurons, 3) The 
output layer which also consists of five neurons. The utilized activation 
functions for this work are 'Satlins' and 'Satlin', while the utilized training 
function is 'Trainlm'. The performance result of this work is illustrated in 
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Figure 14, as shown from this figure, the curve of  MSE  value starts from 
nearly  1 at epoch 0, and has gradually  finished to 3.94×10-25 at epoch 15, 
which is also acceptable value, but it is still more than that of  the proposed 
work of this article that is shown in Figure 7.The training process of this 
work  has been performed in 15 iterations, which  is faster than that of the 
work of this article (87 iterations). 
 
 
Fig. 12 Performance   result of the  Bp neural network of  related work [13]. 
 
Fig. 13 Performance   result of the  Bp neural network of  related work [14]. 
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Fig. 14 Performance  result of the proposed BP neural network of  related work 
[15]. 
The proposed Back-propagation neural network has been implemented 
successfully in  FPGA ( type: Xilinx SPARTAN 6 SP605 Evaluation Kit), which 
is performed using  ISE Design Suit software package. The two pages of list  of  
used logic resources of the FPGA  are presented in Figures 15 and 16, as 
shown from these figures, no. used slice registers is 183, no. used slice Look-
Up-Tables (LUTs)  is 837, no. used AND/OR gates is 183, no. occupied slices is 
278, no. used Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) is 48, and no. Input-Output 
Blocks (IOBs) is 8, and so on. The ultimate implementation of the   related CO 
wireless sensor network which is connected to the FPGA kit is illustrated in 
Figure 17.    
After implementing the proposed Back-propagation neural network in 
the FPGA, the execution time of the overall system has reached to 100 nsec, 
which is so slight and acceptable value. This execution time has been 
obtained due to the using of the Back-propagation neural network ( which is 
fast intelligent system ), and the FPGA ( which is fast hardware tool). 
There are four main characteristics  must be considered for 
implementing the proposed simulation system in  FPGA: the speed  (bit rate), 
consumption power, size, and capability of upgrading. In this work, the 
proposed system has been implemented using  intelligent simulation system 
based on FPGA, as known, the FPGA  is characterized by its low power 
consumption,  high speed (high bit rate reaches to 200 Mbits/sec), small size 
of implementing,  and the capability of upgrading. The low power 
consumption and high speed of processing is due to the using of  FPGA which 
is hardware), and the capability of upgrading is due to the using of  intelligent 
simulation system ( which is software). 
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Fig. 15 First report of final results for implementing  the proposed neural network 
in the FPGA. 
 
Fig. 16 Second report of final results for implementing the proposed neural network 
in the FPGA. 
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Fig. 17 Implementation of the related CO wireless sensor network which is 
connected to the FPGA.  
The proposed system can be implemented using fast logic combinational 
circuit (Hardware) with the following characteristics: 1) the bit rate can 
reach to more than 550 Mbits/sec, which is fast than that of this work, 2) the 
consumed power nearly equals to that of this work, 3) the overall system can 
not be upgraded, 4) small size of building. Also, the proposed system can be 
built using low power microprocessor system ( software with hardware) 
with the following characteristics: 1) The bit rate of this system is so slower 
than that of this work, which depends on low clock frequency of the 
microprocessor and low speed of the used  RAM and ROM of the system,  2) 
the consumed power is so lower than that of this work, 3) the software of this 
system can be upgraded, 4) small  size of  building.  Finally, the proposed 
system can be built using high speed microprocessor system ( software with 
hardware) with the following characteristics: 1) The bit rate of this system is 
higher  than that of this work, which depends on the high clock frequency of 
the microprocessor and high speed of the used RAM and ROM of the system,  
2) the consumed power is higher than that of this work, 3) the software of 
this system can be upgraded, 4) large  size of  building.  Table 2 illustrates the 
characteristics of the various systems that can be used by the proposed 
system in this work. 
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Table 2. Comparison among various systems which can used by the proposed work. 
 
  
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The sensor nodes of the Wireless Sensor Network WSN can be increased 
for the proposed work, in this case the input lines of the proposed simulation 
system must be increased, which leads to increase the neurons of the input 
layer of the proposed PBNN, so the size of the proposed software system will 
be enlarged. For this reason, A suitable FPGA must be chosen for 
implementing the upgraded simulation system, where, the maximum 
software size of the FPGA must be considered. 
An essential condition must be considered for successful implementing of  
the proposed simulation system in the FPGA, which is the using of  linear 
activation functions  in  hidden and output layers of the proposed neural  
network, whereas, using of non-linear activation functions leads to failure of 
implementing the proposed simulation system in  the FPGA. 
For increasing the accuracy of the output of the proposed system, one can 
increase the output levels of the proposed system, which means increasing 
the neurons of the output layer of the proposed BPNN, in this case the size of 
the proposed simulation system will be enlarged, again, the program size 
capacity of the required FPGA must be considered.      
One can obtain optimal result by reaching the Mean-Square-Error MSE to 
'zero' value using:1) 'Traingda' training function as a learning method for the 
proposed BPNN, 2) 'Satlins' and 'Satlin' linear activation functions for the 
hidden and output layers of the proposed BPNN. In fact, Increasing the 
hidden layers or decreasing the neurons of single  hidden layer leads to 
undesirable  results. 
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